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R
aman spectroscopy of singlemolecules
is accessible at junctions of metallic
nanostructures, where local fields are

dramatically enhanced by the plasmonic
response.1 Since Raman scattering is a tensor
quantity and local fields of nanojunctions are
inhomogeneous on molecular length scales,
given knowledge of the local field, spectra
should be sufficient to track the location and
orientation of molecules in 3D space. Alter-
natively, given knowledge of the molecular
polarizability tensor, spectra should be
sufficient to determine the local vector field.
We implement this proposition through mea-
surements on the prototypical junction for-
med between two metallic nanospheres.2�5

A chemically engineered nano-dumbbell

consisting of dibenzyldithio-linked silver
spheres (∼30 nm diameter) serves as our
experimental platform, with all evidence
indicating that we are tracking single
molecules.6,7 Two illustrative spectral se-
quences will be presented: An uneventful
sequence, which highlights optical activity
of the junction and the spectral sensitivity
to orientation that can be attained. A more
eventful trajectory is recorded during the
fusion of the nanospheres. The sequence
identifies line spectra due to surface-
enhanced dipole�quadrupole Raman
(SEQRS), surface-enhanced dipole�magnetic
dipole Raman (SEMRS),8 and band spectra
when the junction gap reaches the conductiv-
ity limit of plasmons.9�13 In good agreement
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ABSTRACT By taking advantage of the tensor nature of surface-

enhanced Raman scattering (SERS), we track trajectories of the

linker molecule and a CO molecule chemisorbed at the hot spot of a

nano-dumbbell consisting of dibenzyldithio-linked silver nano-

spheres. The linear Stark shift of CO serves as an absolute gauge

of the local field, while the polyatomic spectra characterize the

vector components of the local field. We identify surface-enhanced

Raman optical activity due to a transient asperity in the nanojunction in an otherwise uneventful SERS trajectory. During fusion of the spheres, we observe

sequential evolution of the enhanced spectra from dipole-coupled Raman to quadrupole- and magnetic dipole-coupled Raman, followed by a transition

from line spectra to band spectra, and the full reversal of the sequence. From the spectrum of CO, the sequence can be understood to track the evolution of

the junction plasmon resonance from dipolar to quadrupolar to charge transfer as a function of intersphere separation, which evolves at a speed of

∼1 Å/min. The crossover to the conduction limit is marked by the transition of line spectra to Stark-broadened and shifted band spectra. As the junction

closes on CO, the local field reaches 1 V/Å, limited to a current of 1 electron per vibrational cycle passing through the molecule, with associated Raman

enhancement factor via the charge transfer plasmon resonance of 1012. The local field identifies that a sharp protrusion is responsible for room-

temperature chemisorption of CO on silver. The asymmetric phototunneling junction, Ag�CO�Ag, driven by the frequency-tunable charge transfer

plasmon of the dumbbell antenna, combines the design elements of an ideal rectifying photocollector.

KEYWORDS: SERS . SEROA . plasmon . charge transfer plasmon . break junction . dumbbell . nanosphere . dibenzyldithiol . biphenyl .
carbon monoxide . rectenna . antenna
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with recent quantum analysis,12,13 as the junction gap
closes, we see the progressive tuning of plasmon
resonances from the bonding dipole plasmon (BDP)
to the bonding quadrupole plasmon (BQP), to the
charge transfer plasmon (CTP). The latter ismost clearly
illustrated through SERS of an unintentionally chemi-
sorbed CO molecule at the hot spot. Our analysis
clarifies continua (band spectra) that commonly ap-
pear in SERS arise from CTP resonances. The observa-
tions of magnetic and quadrupolar Raman spectra
confirm surface-enhanced Raman optical activity
(SEROA),14 which although reported15�17 has been
contested on general grounds.18 The process can be
driven by multipolar fields, which arise when nano-
metric asperities decorate the junction. The single-
molecule nature of the measurements allows such
compelling mechanistic assignments of SERS.
In standard implementations of Raman spectro-

scopy on molecular ensembles, orientational averag-
ing contracts the observables to intensities and
depolarization ratios of vibrational modes.19 Moreover,
the appropriate long-wave limit (Æræ/λ ∼ 10�3�10�4,
where r is the molecular length scale and λ is the
wavelength of light) implies that only the local re-
sponse to field amplitudes determines scattering ma-
trix elements. For single molecules immobilized on
the time scale of detection, the full tensor nature of
the scattering process comes to force. The intensity of
a given vibrational mode is now dictated by the
orientation of the molecule relative to the vector field.
Moreover, since local fields at nanojunctions vary on
nanometer scale, Æræ/λ ∼ 1, the response is nonlocal.20

Therefore, a multipolar expansion of the molecular
response and local fields is necessary to interpret
spectra. Where either the junction or molecule is not
stationary, spectra fluctuate, as extensively catalogued
ever since the earliest single-molecule SERS measure-
ments.21 We equate fluctuating spectra to single-
molecule trajectories tracked through far-field mea-
surements akin to global positioning with local
antennae. The prerequisites for such tracking are (a)
knowledge of local fields, which in the classical limit
can be reliably obtained through finite element anal-
ysis, and (b) knowledge of the molecular polarizability
tensor and enhancement factors that may go beyond
physical mechanisms.22,23 The limitations of these
idealizations become clear in the joint SERS and atomic
force microscopy (AFM) measurements on single
dumbbells that we report. We will find that the struc-
ture on finer scale than resolvable through AFM con-
trols the photophysics; moreover, wewill find that such
structures evolve during irradiation of the junction.
As expected, classical fields are inadequate to describe
junctions with gaps <5 Å, and in the conductivity limit
where Raman reduces to photocurrent scattering
on the molecule, reformulation of the observables is
necessary.

Framework for Interpretations. In the effectivemedium
framework, the dumbbell antenna is considered to
be a polarizable medium in which the molecule is
embedded. In the dipole coupling limit, the scattering
tensor that controls the SERS intensity is

fS2ng ¼ ∑
n

jε�sPTβ0RTRn
0RβPεij2 ¼ ∑

n

jELsRn
0(Ω)ELi j2 ð1Þ

Ei,s
L are the enhanced local fields along incidence and
scattering directions, r0 is the 3 � 3 � n tensor of
polarizability derivatives for the n observable vibra-
tions, and Ω = {R,β,γ} are the Euler angles that
determine the molecular orientation relative to the
local fields defined on the dumbbell frame, described
by the R rotation matrices; β is the matrix of enhance-
ment factors along the principle axes of the dumbbell,
P is a 2 � 3 projector that transforms the transverse
polarization components of the far-field, ε̂ i,s, to the
image plane. This projection is necessitated because
we use high NA objectives, which generate and collect
longitudinal field components with phase shift that
varies across the focal plane.24 The essential physics is
contained in ther0, β, and β0 matrices. The polarizability
derivative ellipsoid determines the angular resolution of
the measurement. Because of the large polarizability
associated with π-conjugated electrons, the DBDT ellip-
soid is an elongated cylinder: for all observable modes,
R0

xx.R0
yy,R0

zz,R0
ij(i 6¼ j), where xdefines the longaxis of

the molecule (see Figure 1). As a result, for a large cone
around coaxial alignment of molecule and single ap-
plied field, the spectra are indistinguishable. This is
illustrated in Figure 1 for a dumbbell irradiated with
light polarized along its long axis. Distinct spectra
appear when the relative tilt between principle axes
exceeds j = 60�, with concomitant drop in intensity.
Since the linker is chemically bonded, large angle
excursions will be accompanied by contraction of the
junction gap, which may compensate for variations in
orientation-dependent intensity. As such, consistent
time histories of spectral intensities contain important
information. Our strategy will be to match experimen-
tally observed spectra, to then infer the local fields.

The local fields are displacements given by the sum
of applied field and induced polarization: D = E0þ 4πP.
In the effective polarizable medium, the E4 law of SERS
enhancement factors (EF) becomes25

EF ¼
�
�
�
�
�

D(υs)
E0

�
�
�
�
�

2�
�
�
�
�

D(υi)
E0

�
�
�
�
�

2

ð2Þ

The elements of the β matrices determine the vector
components of enhancements:

βji ¼
Dji(υi)
jE0j ¼ δji(υi)þ χji(υi)ε̂i ð3aÞ

β0js ¼ Djs(υs)
jE0j ¼ χjs(υs)ε̂s ð3bÞ
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They represent the dielectric response of the dumb-
bell, in terms of spectral susceptibilities, χjσ(υ). Where
appropriate, we rely on numerically computed local
fields using FDTD methods.26 This classical treatment,
assumption of linear response, and idealized junc-
tion geometries serve only as guides. For junction gaps
<5 Å, classical electrodynamics fails.27 Moreover, the
assumption of perfect spheres will prove inadequate.
Variations inmorphology of the junction can dominate
observables.28,29 A gainful strategy is to initiate a spec-
tral search with local field components based on
model considerations, and then carry out an exhaus-
tive search of the Euler space. We compute spectral
intensities:

In(υ)� (υi � υn)
3υ�1

n gf (T)S2n ð4Þ
and compare them to intensity normalized spectra:
ΣnIn = 1. A faithful reproduction of the observed spec-
trum determines the vector field experienced by the
molecule, described by the field density matrix:

F(E) ¼ jR(Ω)εiæÆεsR(Ω)j ð5Þ

which defines the spectrum: Sn = Tr[Rn

0
F(E)].

We will find that eq 1 is not sufficient to understand
many of the spectra. Both quadrupolar and magnetic
dipole Raman scattering, which can be driven by
gradients of the enhanced local field,30 will appear.
Even for the idealized dumbbell depicted in Figure 2,
the displacement, which defines the effective local
field Di � Ei

L, and its linear dispersion are comparable

at the hot spot, D ∼ ÆrærD. Therefore, multipolar re-
sponse cannot be dismissed. Expansion of the polariz-
ability of thedumbbell tofirst order in spatial dispersion20

P(1)i (υ, r) ¼ 1
4π

f[εij(υ) � δij]Ej(υ, r)þΓ(1)
ijnrnEj(υ, r)g

ð6Þ
generates the electric dipole�magnetic dipole and
electric dipole�electric quadrupole Raman scattering
terms. Their squared matrix elements, to lowest order,
are given by

jSj2m ¼ D�
i R

TR0RDsD�
s R

TG0RMi ð7Þ

jSj2q ¼ D�
i R

TR0RDsD
�
s R

TARQi ð8Þ

G0 and Amatrices contain the electric dipole�magnetic
dipole Ga,b

0
= Æμe,aμm,bæ and electric dipole�electric

quadrupole Aa,b,c = Æμe,aqbcæ elements,31 which we
compute through the ROA module of Gaussian 09
suite.32 In eq 7, Mi represents the incident magnetic
field vector, Mab = Da∂D/∂b � Db∂D/a; in (8), Qi is the
incident quadrupole field vector, with three diagonal
Qaa and three cross terms Qab = Da∂D/b þ Db∂D/∂R.
The latter only differ from the magnetic terms by the
relative phase between displacements. The matrix ele-
ments and their numerical evaluation are described
in the literature.33 We have considered a variety of
structures tomodel DBDT attached to two silver spheres
and find polarizabilities calculated based on the Ag7�
S�DB�S�Ag7 model as an adequate representation of
the experiments.7 The polarizability tensor is computed
for the optimized minimum energy structure, in which
the staggered phenyl rings impose D2 symmetry on the
linker, rendering all of its normal modes to be formally
Raman active. The list of the prominent lines, their
symmetries, and the explicit transition matrix ele-
ments that leads to their observation are given in
Table 1 in the Methods section. In the analysis, we
only consider overall orientations of the molecule
relative to the local field.

An Uneventful Trajectory: Asperity in the Gap. In Figure 3,
we show a sequence of 35 spectra, consecutively
recorded on a single dumbbell, with 10 s acquisition
time per spectrum. The set was recorded after

Figure 2. (A) Local fields in the idealized dumbbell junction,
for dumbbell tilted at 45� relative to the propagation
direction (z) of the excitation laser. (B) Electric field profiles
at the nanojunction along the dotted line in (A) show that
the local field and field gradient are comparable.

Figure 1. (A) Geometry of dumbbell and the coordinate
system used. (B) Raman spectra as a function of rotation
angle γ, along the z-axis, assuming a single enhanced field
along the x-axis.
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identifying an isolated dumbbell with the AFM and after
aligning the polarization of the applied field along its
long axis. The field enhancement along this axis dom-
inates by more than a factor of 10 in the idealized
dumbbell; therefore, SERS along this direction should
be enhanced bymore than 104, rendering all other fields
negligible. Indeed, the spectrum consisting of the five
totally symmetric A-modes (1577, 1267, 1185, 1065, and
994 cm�1; see Table 1) can be reproduced assuming
parallel incident and scattered local fields. This, in turn,
determines the three Euler angles that define the or-
ientation of the molecule relative to the field (see
Figure 3B). Throughout the sequence, the molecule
remains confined to the narrow volume in Euler space,
Ω = {R,β,γ} = {90( 20�, 0�, 20( 10�}. For the ∼5 min
duration of observation, the molecule behaves as ex-
pected for a chemically bound linker at the hot spot of
the dumbbell.

In addition to the normal linker spectrum, we see
two other lines, at 1496 and 1310 cm�1, which appear
and disappear uncorrelated in time. DBDT contains a
symmetric H�CdC�H rocking mode associated with
ring deformation at 1496 cm�1 (see Table 1). The
intensity of this transition is ∼40 times weaker than
the main lines when the molecule is aligned with the
field. Under the assumption of a single enhanced field
component, therefore parallel scattering, ε̂ iε̂ s = 1, the
observed spectrum cannot be reproduced for any
orientation of the molecule. It can only be reproduced
if we assume complex field components in both
incident and scattered channels. The appearance and
disappearance of the 1496 cm�1 peak, without chan-
ging intensities of the other lines or the overall

intensity of the spectrum, can be accomplished with
small reorientations of the molecule subject to the
complex fields, Ei = [1, 0.2i, 1] and Es = [1,1, 0.2i], as
illustrated in Figure 3B. The spectral sensitivity to
orientation is remarkable;the observed fluctuation
can be accomplished by motion within a 5� cone. The
essential ingredients of the observed fluctuation are
(a) more than one active enhancement direction and
(b) optical activity admitted by the complex fields.
Noting that the effect is transient (the spectrum reverts
to linear, parallel SERS subject to one field component)
and that the molecular orientation is preserved, the
structure of the junction must have evolved. Although
the vector field density (5) is fully determined by the fit,
there is not a trivial mapping to reconstruct a unique
local structure. Nevertheless, a sense of the structural
change can be obtained by decomposing the spec-
trum as a sum of parallel and perpendicular scattering:
βxx
4 |ε̂ xR0(Ω)ε̂ x|

2 þ βxy
4 |ε̂ yR0(Ω0)ε̂ x|

2. The first term repre-
sents the linker oriented along the long axis of the
dumbbell, while in the second term, we findΩ0 = {0�,
70�, 5�} and βxy/βxx ∼ 10; that is, this scattering
component is enhanced by a factor of 10 above that
of the long axis. Fields along two different directions
and different field strengths suggest the formation and
disappearance of an asperity with a radius of curvature
of R0 ∼ R|β/β0|∼ 3 nm and oriented alongΩ0 relative to
the molecule.

We can eliminate several other possibilities. It is not
likely that the fluctuation is due to the appearance of a
second molecule(s). To observe perpendicular scatter-
ing, Rxy

0
, two enhanced fields are required, which is

not equivalent to two different molecules and a single

TABLE 1. Observed and Calculated (B3LYP/def2-TZVP) Vibrational Frequencies and Their Assignments

frequency (cm�1) assignments

mode # calculateda experimental transitionb Γ (D2)
c description

93 1580 1579 Rxx, Myy A aromatic CdC stretch coupled to C�C stretch
92 1547 1548 Qz,xy Bz ring deformation
91 1521 1516 Mxz By ring deformation
90 1492 1493 Rxx, Mxx A HCdCH rock coupled to ring deformation
88 1388 1380 Mxy Bz HCdCH scissor
86 1300 1298 Mxy Bz HCdCH rock
84 1271 1267 [Ryy/Mxz]* [A/By]* C�C stretch combined to C�S�Ag motion
83 1243 1242 Mxy Bz aromatic CdC stretch coupled to H�C rock
81 1183 1185 Rxx A HCdCH dihedral bend
80 1163 1159 [Myx]* [Bx]* HCdCH scissor
77 1075 1068 Qx,yz Bx C�S stretch coupled to ring expansion
76 1071 1065 Rxx, Myy A C�S stretch
75 1010 994 [Rxx]* [A/Bx]* in-plane aromatic ring deformation

a The calculation models the system as Ag7�S�DB�S�Ag7, in its minimum energy configuration. The frequencies are scaled using the single scaling factor of 0.9675.
b The dominant matrix element in observed scattering processes: SERS, Rab = Æμeaμebæ; SEMRS, Mab = Æμeaμebæ; and SEQRS, Qa,bc = Æμeaμebæ. Note, each of these elements
describes only two field�matter interactions. The scattering probabilities are squared quantities, with four field�matter interactions. Our treatment is limited to probabilities
given by |Rab|

2 for SERS, RbaMab for SEMRS, RbaQa,bc for SEQRS.
c The irreducible representations are for the linker biphenyl with staggered rings, in D2 symmetry. Instead of the

more common notation B1/2/3 of the asymmetric modes, we have indicated the principle axes by the coordinate system used in Figure 1, hence Bx/y/z; * indicates modes that do
not belong to D2 symmetry, due to involvement of motion along C�S�Ag.
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field. Also, the absence of correlation between this
single line fluctuation and the rest of the spectrum
would be difficult to rationalize for two independent
scattering centers, c1I1 þ c2I2, since in all lines there
would have to be the conservation principle that c1 þ
c2 = 1. We have considered the possibility that the
fluctuation is an attempt by the molecule to walk, as
seen for dithiols through scanning tunneling micro-
scopy.34 To this end, we have considered both homo-
lytic and heterolytic cleavage of one S�Ag bond,
to produce the radical Ag�S�DB�S or the anion
Ag�S�DB�S�. In the radical, the CdC ring modes
split, while in the anion the entire peak red shifts.
Although many features are common to all three
spectra, a satisfactory match cannot be obtained for
one-sided linkage.

We cannot account for the 1310 cm�1 line in the
present model. It appears to be a splitting of the in-
plane C�H vibrations. In the staggered geometry,
these modes can be regarded as those of a pair of
poorly coupled phenyl rings, therefore nearly degen-
erate pairs. Upon twisting to coplanarity, they should
couple and split. This expectation was not borne out in
computed spectra as a function of twist angle. Instead,
we see shifts and splittings of vibrations that are
coupled to the C�S�Ag motion (see Table 1). The
failure of the analysis to account for changes in vibra-
tional frequency highlights its limitations. Because
the molecular geometry is frozen in the treatment, it

cannot account for spectral shifts or splittings. Finally,
there areminor spectral features that are unaccounted,
which are extraneous to DBDT. The binder on the silver
spheres and the polymer film on the slide are the most
likely contributors. In addition to their smaller Raman
cross sections, we reason that they are not more
prominent because of the synthetic strategy. For the
spheres to be linked by a 1 nm long molecule, the
facets must be relatively clear of other species.

As the Spheres Fuse. We consider a sequence of SERS
spectra recorded during the fusion of the nanospheres.
The AFM images of the dumbbell before and immedi-
ately after recording the sequence are shown in
Figure 4. The fusion is light-induced,35 initiated by
the poor anchoring of the dumbbell in the PVA film.
Otherwise, the irradiation intensity (∼1 mW/μm2) is
the same as in the first sequence. The image plot of
Figure 5 shows the consecutively recorded spectra,
at 10 s acquisition per spectrum. Selected spectra
are shown in Figure 5B and Figure 6B. The contrast
with the trajectory of Figure 3 is stark. Dramatic varia-
tions occur in overall intensity, in relative intensities,
and a reversible transition from line spectrum to banded
spectrum is observed. In addition toDBDT, a line appears
at 2115 cm�1, characteristic for atop chemisorption of
CO on silver.36�40 CO ismost likely derived from the PVA
film, analogous to demonstrations of irradiated carbon
clusters on roughened silver or gold where genera-
tion of CO at plasmonic hot spots is seen.41 At room

Figure 3. Uneventful trajectory. (A) Spectra in a sequence of 35 consecutive acquisitions, with 10 s collection time per
acquisition. The prominent spectrum is that of DBDT aligned along the long axis of the dumbbell (compare to Figure 1). The
main fluctuation is the highlighted line at 1495 cm�1. (B) Fluctuation can be reproduced assuming imaginary field
components: ε̂ s = [1,0.2i,1], ε̂ i = [1,1,0.2i], and small variations in orientation. The extracted local field density is defined as
|εiR

T(R,β,γ)æÆR(R,β,γ)εs|, at rotation angles indicated in the figure.
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temperature, COonlybinds tounsaturated surface atoms
of noble metals, as rigorously demonstrated through
particle-size-dependent desorption measurements on

gold.42 We can be sure that CO is attached to an atom-
ically sharp asperity in the junction; otherwise, it would
desorb. Moreover, once formed, we can be sure that the

Figure 4. AFM images of the dumbbell before and after recording the SERS sequence. The resolution is sufficient to identify
the isolated dumbbell and its principal axis for the purpose of aligning the polarization of the incident field. As the junction
fuses during the measured sequence, the effective intersphere distance becomes negative.

Figure 5. (A) Image plot of a sequence of 36 SERS spectra recorded consecutively, during the fusion of the dumbbell. The
white squares highlight (i) 50-fold fluctuation in overall intensity of the normal SERS line spectrum, ascribed to tuning across
the BDP resonance by the closing junction; (ii) development of band spectra and a dramatic increase in integrated intensity,
assigned to the transition to the conductivity limit where current passing though the molecule leads to Stark shifting and
broadening. (c) CO spectral region, which shows evolution that parallels but trails that of DBDT. (B) Selected spectra from the
image plot: #5, SERS line spectrumof DBDT and CO; #8, onset of band spectrum at the DBDT site, while the normal SERS of CO
is observed; #15 and #17, dominance of band spectra at both sites; #27, re-emergence of lines at the DBDT site, while CO
remains in the CTP regime; #36, normal SERS line spectrum of DBDT, where the molecule is now outside the conductivity
range of the spheres and appears unscathed by the fusion process. (C) Decomposition of the CO spectrum into the normal
SERS line at 2115 cm�1 and the broad CTPR band with evolving band center. (D) Sequential spectral shift of the CO charge
transfer resonance (bottom abscissa), and the associated Stark field (top abscissa). The shift reaches a limiting value of
∼100 cm�1, which corresponds to 1 V/Å. (E) Intensity of the normal CO SERS line (blue) and the CTPR band (red). Note the
10-fold difference in scales. The curves are the fourth power of the local field obtained from the spectral shift in (D).
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temperature at the CO site does not exceed ∼350 K.
Therefore, the fusion sequence we follow is not due to
melting, but rather driven by the polarization forces at
the hot spot.36 The vibrational frequency of CO is sensi-
tive to its adsorption site, and interacting CO molecules,
such as can be generated at high surface coverage, red
shift and develop a broad red band.39 Here, a broad blue-
shifted band appears with intensity anticorrelated to the
normal SERS line of CO. We will assign the blue band,
which shows the characteristic Stark shift of CO, to the
charge transfer plasmon resonance (CTPR).

The assignable spectra of DBDT (Figure 6B) deter-
mine the trajectory of the molecule in Euler space
(Figure 6A). The molecular orientation spans the full
Euler space. The trajectory starts in the normal linker
orientation (#1�5) and reaches the vertical plane
bisecting the fusing nanospheres (#28). In addition to
normal Raman, in which all four field interactions are
dipole-coupled (Table 1 footnote), we see spectra in
which one of the fields is either quadrupole (SEQRS) or
magnetic dipole coupled (SEMRS). These appear be-
fore and after the broadening of lines seen in spectra
#11�20 of the sequence in Figure 5. Searches of the
Euler space establish that the SEMRS is dominated
by a magnetic field along the z-axis, while the SEQRS
is due to the qxx quadrupole. Both the intensities and

directions of these scattering components are difficult
to understand in terms of field gradients alone. For
example, the SEQRS, which is dominated by two lines
(Figure 6B), makes it clear that this is not a minor
component of the overall scattering, but rather the only
component. The switch from normal dipolar Raman to
SEQRS can be understood as the tuning of field plasmon
resonances. At junction gaps of d ∼ 1�2 Å, the dipolar
plasmon shifts to the IR and the binding qxx quadrupolar
plasmon (BQP) come into resonance with the excitation
laser (at 2.3 eV).12,13 Indeed, the entire spectral sequence
is most consistently explained by recognizing that
plasmon resonances tune through the fixed excitation
frequency as the spheres fuse, and this determines the
observable elements of the Raman tensor. This applies
to both DBDT and CO spectra, as we expand below.

During the first 50 s sequence (Figure 5, #1�5), the
intensity of the entire normal DBDT spectrum breathes
by a factor of ∼50. The implied fluctuation in the local
field is a factor of 2.5 ∼ 501/4. During this episode, the
spectrum is strictly dipolar SERS (see #5 in Figure 5B).
Since the linker starts at the hot spot, aligned along the
largest field, the increase in local field must be asso-
ciated with the tuning of the plasmon resonance by
contraction of the junction. This can be accomplished
by the approaching crevice of fusing spheres. Thus, for

Figure 6. (A) SERS trajectory in Euler space. The polar and azimuthal angles are relative to the dumbbell frame, while the
orientation of the double-sided arrows indicates rotation of the molecular plane relative to its principal axis. Structures are
shown at selected angle to visualize the molecule junction orientation. Note, the full length of the molecule is 11 Å; the
orientations make it clear that the junction hovers between contact and ∼5 Å. The color code is matched with the spectral
reproductions in panel B. (B) Spectral matches are color-coded to identify the Raman scattering process as dipolar (green),
dipole�magnetic dipole (red), and dipole�quadrupole (blue) at the indicated Euler angles.
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30 nm silver spheres separated by 1 nm, we calculate
an enhancement factor of βxx = 40. At the crevice of a
fused pair of spheres, 1 nm removed from the contact
point, we calculate βxx = 90, which is reasonably
consistent with the observed intensity fluctuation.
The crevice must recede for the intensity to revert.
Alternatively, and more consistent with the full history,
the intensity fluctuation can be understood as the
tuning-in of the bonding dipolar plasmon (BDP) reso-
nance as the intersphere gap contracts. At 532 nm, the
excitation is to the red of the dipolar plasmon reso-
nance for perfect silver spheres separated by 1 nm.7

The resonance red shifts as the gap closes.12,13 Note,
the AFM determined shape of the dumbbell after
fusion is equivalent to a negative gap; that is, the
shape corresponds to that of overlapping spheres.
Accordingly, the sequence captures the crossover
region where the effective gap distance changes sign
and the BDP resonance tunes down to zero frequency.
In the process, the BDP resonance must necessarily
pass through 532 nm, and this would explain the
fluctuation in overall intensity of the normal Raman
spectrum.

The episode of overall intensity fluctuation is fol-
lowed by the transition to band spectra (#12�20) in
which only the parentage of DBDT lines is apparent.
The integrated intensity under the band spectra is an
order of magnitude larger than the most intense line
spectrum seen in the sequence. We associate the onset
of band spectra with the transition to the conductivity
limit.43 In this limit, the field plasmons are shorted by
the current carrying CTP, Raman scattering is accom-
panied by photocurrent passing through themolecule,
and vibrational resonances can be expected to
broaden via inelastic electron scattering. Note, after
embedding in the junction, the molecule reappears
unscathed (#36); therefore, the confining junction of
the molecule reopens. Characteristically, the multipo-
lar Raman spectra appear at the transition from line
spectra to band spectra. As the junction reopens, we
first see SEMRS (#22�25), then the normal Raman
spectrum of the molecule in the vertical plane (#28),
then the normal linker spectrum in thehorizontal plane
(#36), followed by the SEQRS (#37) before themolecule
is lost from sight. The fusion sequence appears to
track the tuning of plasmonic resonances. As the gap
distance passes through zero and assumes effective
negative values, the BDP, BQP, and CTP resonances
should scan sequentially through the excitation
wavelength.12,13 This nicely explains the sequence
of dipolar Raman, multipolar Raman, and band spec-
tra (#1�20) and the reversal of the process in the
same order (#20�36).

CO as a Gauge of Local Fields. The above picture is re-
enforced and quantified by the CO spectra, the evolu-
tion of which trails that of DBDT. The faint SERS
of CO appears as the DBDT line spectrum reaches its

maximum intensity (#3), which we associated with the
gap-tuned BDP resonance. The intensity of the CO line
peaks (#4) and after fluctuating, it decayswhile its blue-
shifted CTPR band grows. The anticorrelated history of
the SERS line versus CTPR band is quantified by decom-
posing the spectrum into two components (Figure 5C).
The extracted peak shift of the CTPR and integrated
intensities of SERS and CTPR are plotted in Figure 5D,E.
As the SERS intensity decays to zero, the CTPR intensity
builds up to its maximum value, to an integrated
intensity that is an order of magnitude larger than that
of the SERS line (see Figure 5E). The process reverses:
the band intensity decays and the SERS line reappears.
The CTPR band shifts linearly while its intensity grows
exponentially, and both spectral shift and intensity
reverse sign at the same time (Figure 5D,E). The
sequence identifies the closing and reopening of the
junction at the CO site. The contact point is sharply
defined in the case of CO, to be contrasted with the
DBDT where the band spectra evolve more gradually,
reflecting the contortions of the molecule (Figure 6A)
as the gap closes.

The CTP resonance is consistent with its assignment
to SERS when current is passing through the molecule.
Since CO is subject to a first-order Stark shift of
102 cm�1 (V/Å)�1,44,45 we can deduce the local field
experienced by it. The peak shift indicates a DC field,
while the peak width (300 ( 50 cm�1 throughout)
should be determined by the combination of AC Stark
shift and dephasing. Since the junction is asymmetric,
due to one-sided chemisorption of CO, it should lead to
rectification of the optical field.46 The peak shift is used
to construct the secondary axis in Figure 5D. The field
reaches a limiting value of 1.1 V/Å, therefore a chemical
potential across the 1.1 Å bond length of CO of 1.2 eV.
As a single channel conductor, the photocurrent pas-
sing through the molecule would be subject to the
quantum of conductance G0 = 2e2/h = 7 � 10�5 Ω�1.
Consistent with this, the limiting current J = VG0 = 0.07
mA, which equals 4 � 1014 e�/s, corresponds to the
transfer of one electron per vibrational cycle of CO:ω =
3.95 � 1014 cycles/s (2100 cm�1). While the spectral
shift is linear with time, the accompanying intensity of
the CTPR is highly nonlinear and holds important clues
regarding to the nature of the enhanced scattering
process. Identifying the Raman scattering intensity
with the transition current I ∼ EL

4Æuωæ4 ∼ EL
4ÆJæ4, we

may expect it to evolve at least with the fourth power
of the local field, which is indicated in Figure 5E.
This ignores the field dependence of the current,
ÆJæ, which if associated with photo-field-induced
tunneling, then an exponential dependence on junc-
tion gap and field would be expected. Indeed, the
observed intensity dependence can be better fit to
an exponential. Closer inspection of the intensity
shows a symmetric staircase about the peak, sugges-
tive of quantized conductance channels as seen in
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break junctions.47 The conductance should be deter-
minedby the number of contacts between silver atoms
during the closing of the junction. In contrast with the
field measured by the vibrational shift, which gauges
current passing through CO, the intensity should
be determined by the photocurrent sustained across
the entire fusing junction. In effect, the Ag�CO�Ag
contact is an asymmetric metal�insulator�metal
tunnel junction, which corresponds to a rectifying
photodiode.48 The plasmonic nature of the junction
boosts its photocollection efficiency, by endowing it
with a frequency-tunable antenna.49 It should be ap-
preciated that an asymmetric plasmonic junction in the
conductivity limit combines all of the design elements
for an ideal photocollector.49 We will expand on the
photoconductivity of such junctions elsewhere. Here,
we focus on light scattering.

The determination of the local field by the Stark
shift allows a direct measure of SERS enhancement
factors. Given the irradiation intensity of 1 mW/μm2

(8.6 � 10�4 V/Å), to reach 1 V/Å, the field must be
enhanced by E/E0 = 1.1 � 103, with associated Raman
enhancement factor in excess of EF = (E/E0)

4 = 1012.
Such enhancement is necessary to see a single CO
molecule in SERS given its Raman cross section of 3.3�
10�31 cm2/sr,50 which is nearly 3 orders of magnitude
smaller than that of DBDT. Evidently, within the same
nanojunction, the local field experienced by CO is
nearly 10 times larger than by DBDT: CO must be
chemisorbed on an atomically terminated sharp pro-
trusion, which we deduced based on the requirement
for chemisorption at room temperature.42 Previously,
ensemble measurements of SERS of CO have been
used to associate spectra with local structure.41 The
large enhancements we ascribe to a protrusion within
the hot spot of the dumbbell is contained in the fractal
structures considered in the interpretation of SERS on
colloidal preparations.51

The field-induced blue shift of the CO band is infor-
mative. The Stark shift of CO chemisorbed on metals
has been analyzed.52,53 The blue shift arises at positive
applied potentials, as a combination of electrostatic
shift and reduction ofπ* back-donation from themetal
d electrons. The shift suggests a net depletion of back-
donated electrons during the CTP excitation, which
involves electrons near the Fermi edge.54,55 Given the
short dephasing time of the CTP, the observed line
width should be determined by nonadiabatic evolu-
tion on the ground vibronic state, common to damping
of molecular vibrations on metal surfaces.56,57 The
contrast between SERS and CTPR is significant. On
the basis of the 30 cm�1 width of the normal SERS
line, the observed vibrational dephasing time of CO is
1.1 ps, in line with prior measurements58,59 and typical
for CO chemisorbed on metal surfaces.60 The dephas-
ing time of the CTPR band is 100 fs, on the time scale
of electron�phonon scattering in metals. The contrast

seems less dramatic if we consider vibrational dephas-
ing by the local density of electrons, 1/τ = πω(δn)2/2,
where δn is the fluctuation in the number of back-
donated d�π* electrons:56 δn= 0.02would explain the
normal SERS line, while the CTPR lifetime would
suggest a 3-fold increase: δn = 0.06 electrons. This
may be a reflection of the fact that d electrons in
silver are deeply buried,40 while the current in CTP is
principally carried by the sp electrons at the Fermi
edge12 with the π* orbital of CO acting as a conduc-
tive bridge.

CONCLUSIONS

Consistent with our prior analysis, the presented
SERS trajectories suggest thatwe are observing a single
molecule on a single nano-dumbbell. The trajectories
illustrate the concept of tracking a single molecule
in 3D space, in the inhomogeneous local field of
a nanojunction. The motions we follow are sluggish,
matched with the data collection time of a frame per
10 s. Principally, they involve the restructuring of the
junction. We have seen the appearance and disappear-
ance of an asperity nearby themolecule, a process that
leads to surface-enhanced Raman optical activity;
linearly polarized excitation leads to elliptic excitation
and scattering due to substructure of the junction. This
underscores the challenge in interpreting polarization-
dependent SERS measurements.7,61

The fusion sequence interrogates the full range of
plasmonic activity at a nanojunction and the evolution
of spectral response during the field to current transi-
tion of the junction plasmon. The principle motion in
this sequence is the closing and reopening of the gap,
at the gentle pace of ∼1 Å/min. The gap, which may
not exceed the S�S separation of the linker of 11 Å, can
be gauged by the Euler space trajectory of the mole-
cule (Figure 6). At contact with CO, the physical gap
would be limited by its bond length of 1.1 Å. However,
the effective intersphere distance assumes negative
values as the neck of the junction widens. In the
process, we observe the sequential evolution of the
Raman spectra of the linker from dipolar SERS, to
SEQRS and SEMRS, to intense band spectra, tracking
the predicted spectral evolution of the dumbbell plas-
mon from BDP, to BQP, to CTP as a function of gap
distance. The assigned multipolar spectra identify
some of the origins of fluctuations and blinking seen
in single-molecule SERS. We identify the crossover
to the conduction limit as the transition from line to
band spectra. In the case of CO, the normal SERS
line converts to a broad blue-shifted band, subject
to first-order Stark effect. The spectral shifts of the
bands in DBDT are smaller and typically red shaded.
In the absence of a permanent dipole, DBDT is subject
to second-order Stark shift, Δυ � R0E2/2, there-
fore mode-specific and quadratic in the field. This
provides an explanation for some of the continua
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observed in SERS, the origin of which has been
extensively deliberated.62�64 The CTPR continua are
distinct from broadened Rayleigh, in which electron�
hole pair excitation of the metal leads to scattering
on defects and surface states and leads to a tail originat-
ing at the excitation origin.65 Mechanistically, the CTPR
continua fit the model of ballistic electron�hole scatter-
ing on interfacial molecules.66 The compelling assign-
ments of spectra and mechanisms in the present derive
from theengineerednanostructure and the requirement
of consistency of histories imposed by single-molecule

trajectories. The same applies to the observation of
CO chemisorption on an asperity, which otherwise is
difficult to recognize in ensemble measurements. We
expect quantitative treatments of these prototypical
systems to be possible with the development of its
essential ingredients: coupled molecule�plasmon dy-
namics and light scattering in current-carrying junc-
tions.67 Beside fundamental motivations, it may be
recognized that CTPR in an asymmetric phototunneling
junction combines the ideal design elements of a
photovoltaic cell, namely, the rectenna design.68

METHODS
Experimental. The synthetic strategy to prepare the nano-

dumbbells has been reported previously.69 Briefly, a colloidal
suspension of 35 ( 5 nm citrate-capped silver nanospheres
is prepared with a narrow size distribution. The citrate is then
exchanged with bis(p-sulfonatophenyl)phenylphosphine,
which serves as a protective capping agent. A 1 mM DBDT
solution is added to the suspension, allowed to sit for ∼3 h,
followed by centrifugation. The resulting solution consists of
∼50% nanosphere dimers, which is characterized by trans-
mission electron microscopy. The strategy ensures that the
linker is at the hot spot of the nanosphere dimer but does not
guarantee that the dumbbell is assembled by one linker
alone.

Joint AFM/Raman measurements are carried out under
ambient conditions, on dry mounted dumbbells prepared by
spin-coating or drop-casting a ∼5 pM solution on a 150 μm
thick microscope slide.7 A dilute solution of polyvinyl alcohol
(PVA) is added to the aqueous suspension prior to coating, and
the slides are either preheated or heat cycled on a hot plate after
preparation. The polymer film provides the mechanical stability
required for AFM imaging and serves as the essential heat sink
for thermal stability. The AFM resolution is limited. It serves to
identify dumbbells that are isolated in the field of view of the
high NA objective and serves to identify the orientation of
the dumbbell to align the polarization of the laser with a half-
wave plate. The excitation source is a continuous wave, single
mode laser operating at λ = 532 nm. A 1.25 NA oil immersion
lens is used to focus the laser on the sample and to collect
the back-scattered Raman light through a pair of notch filters
(Semrock, 1:106 extinction). The spatially filtered scattered
light is spectrally dispersed in a 0.25 m monochromator and
recorded on a CCD array (Andor, V401-BV). The effective instru-
ment resolution is 10 cm�1.

Computational. Calculations were performed using themeth-
odologies implemented in Gaussian 09. The system is modeled
as DBDT attached to seven silver atoms on either side:
Ag7�S�DB�S�Ag7.

7 Unconstrained geometry optimization
was performed using the B3LYP functional.70 The final calcula-
tions employ the def2-TZVP basis set71 with matching pseudo-
potentials for silver (>1000 basis functions). The optimized
structures are verified to not have imaginary vibrational fre-
quencies. The polarizability tensors are obtained using the ROA
module in Gaussian 09. In the relaxed geometry, the phenyl
groups of DBDT are staggered. The symmetry of the linker
(ignoring silver atoms) is reduced to D2; therefore, all 60 of its
normal modes are formally Raman active. In Table 1, we list the
prominent lines observed in the spectra, their symmetry classi-
fication in D2, and the matrix elements of the transitions
observed. Note, inclusion of the silver atoms into consideration
(a total of 102 normal modes are computed) further reduces the
symmetry to Cs. Accordingly, modes that entail significant
C�S�Agmotion (indicated by * in Table 1) cannot be classified
under D2 and are sensitive to the assumed chemisorption
model.
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